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Abstract—In this paper we present Blip, a system for boat iden-
tification that uses the existing Internet of Things (IoT) network
of sensors deployed inside a smart marina. Blip combines the
data from two types of commercial low-power wireless sensors:
Falco Presence and Falco Boat. The former is deployed on the
pontoons, to detect boats that dock at the slips. The latter is
installed inside the boats’ cabins to monitor various parameters
and trigger an alarm in case of: intrusion, fire, shock and tilt. To
identify a boat, we fuse the boat presence events from the Falco
Presence devices and the health reports from a Falco Boat. The
health reports contain information about nearby Falco Presence
devices and their received signal strength (known as Received
Signal Strength Indicator or RSSI). When a boat enters the
marina, Falco Boat joins the network and starts sending health
reports. Initially, Blip estimates the slip location assigning the
boat to the slip where a Falco Presence has the strongest RSSI.
Then, Blip selects the closest slip to it, which changed to occupied
in a given time window. We validate our system using a historical
dataset from a marina over a period of 4 months. Every slip
in the marina is equipped with a Falco Presence device, and
8 boats are equipped with a Falco Boat device. The results show
that the Blip system identifies boats upon entering the marina
with 100 % accuracy. The main advantage of the Blip system
is that it provides location-aware service to the marina without
any additional cost or hardware deployments.

Index Terms—Smart marina, Smart parking, Location-aware
services, Identification, Internet of Things (IoT)

I. INTRODUCTION

An Internet of Things (IoT) network consists of electronic
devices called “motes”, which are connected with each other
and with the central gateway. These are battery-powered
devices that communicate wirelessely. A mote can be either a
sensor device that measures and collects data, or an actuator
device that activates/deactivates other devices such as motors.
A central gateway connects an IoT network to the Internet,
typically with a dedicated cloud-based application [1], [2].
This allows users to have, in near real-time, the data from
the sensors or to send command to an actuator. Aside from
their main role of being a sensor or an actuator devices, it
is important to know the exact location of the motes inside
a network [3]. Enabling localization capabilities in an IoT
network opens many commercial opportunities, especially if
we don’t need to install additional hardware.

The boating industry is one of the many use cases that
benefits from IoT technology. Today’s marinas are quickly
evolving, with many boat owners renting their boats through

Fig. 1. Presence sensor for boat detection inside a smart marina.

online platforms or living on them inside the marina through-
out the year [4]. This leads to an increase in costumer demand,
and marina owners need to guaranty the safety of the boats
and offer new services. IoT technology enables tremendous
opportunities for marinas and boat owners. From the marina’s
point of view, the systems for automatic boat detection or real-
time monitoring of electricity consumption could lower labor
and costs. On the other hand, boat owners want to have more
visibility on the state of their boats, using devices that can
monitor and raise alarms in a case of an undesired event on
the boat.

Aside from knowing if the certain slip is occupied, the
marina wants to know which boat occupies the slip. This
feature allows the marina to maximize slip occupancy and
report in real-time where all the boats are inside the marina.
Currently, boat identification is done manually in the marina;
that is, teams of marina employee walk around the slips to
write down which one is occupied, on a piece of paper. While
commercial IoT sensors exist for monitoring slip occupancy



(Fig. 1), they do not know which boat is on which slip, i.e. they
do not perform boat identification.

In this paper we propose Blip, a system that identifies
boats in a smart marina environment. Blip uses the existing
infrastructure of wireless sensors, deployed in a marina, to
identify boats as they enter a marina and dock at a slip.
Blip combines the data collected from the presence sensors
(installed on each slip to detect a presence of a boat) and
the boat monitoring sensors (installed inside the boats’ cabins
to detect events such as intrusion, fire, tilt, shock), in order
to estimate at which slip a boat is located. Blip combines
two main information collected from these devices. First,
the information from a presence sensor when a slip changes
state from unoccupied to occupied, i.e. when a boat docks
inside a marina. Second, from a boat monitoring sensor, a
report containing the list of the presence sensors it can sense
wirelessly (located close to the boat). Aside from the presence
sensors’ IDs, this report contains the information about the
radio signal strength received from each presence sensor. This
is called Receive Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI).

In previous work on boat identification inside a marina,
Krpetic et al. [5] propose a berth occupancy and boat identi-
fication system using a ZigBee IoT network. The authors use
ultrasonic sensors for the boat presence detection and ZigBee
nodes installed inside boats as RFID tags. However, authors
assume that the boat has docked at the right slip if a slip
state changes to occupied and if the boat that should be at
that slip appears inside the IoT network. This assumption is
wrong when there is already a different boat at the slip, with
the correct boat being already inside the marina on another slip
and reporting its ID. Moreover, the authors do not report the
validation of their system on a historical dataset from a marina.
In our system, we use the presence sensors RSSI information
collected by the boat monitoring device to determine the
area of the marina where the boat is. Blip then combines
this information with presence sensors changing state from
unoccupied to occupied in order to identify the boat. We also
validate our approach on the historical dataset from Sète, a
smart marina in the South of France. The results show that
Blip is 100 % accurate, successfully identifying 8 boats in a
4 month period.

There are several localization and smart parking systems
proposed in the literature, which we could deploy for our
use case [6]–[10]. However, we want to avoid introducing
more complexity and additional costs to the existing IoT
network, already deployed inside a smart marina environment.
In addition, we also address the zero infrastructure dependency
research challenge in constrained localization systems [11].
Usually, commercial localization and identification systems
require heavy mains-powered infrastructure, which in most
cases cannot carry any additional information like sensor
readings or actuator commands. The proposed system does not
require any mains-powered devices to serve as infrastructure,
in order to enable boat identification. Blip uses the infrastruc-
ture of battery powered devices already deployed, capable of
operating several years on batteries. Blip is a software update

Fig. 2. Internet of Things network (IoT) for the smart marina environment.

to an existing commercial IoT system.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II describes the smart marina environment and presents
a commercial IoT solution for marinas. Section III shows
the hardware setup used in Blip. Section IV presents the
Blip algorithm for boat identification. Section V describes the
dataset used for algorithm validation. Section VI discusses the
results. Section VII concludes this paper.

II. SMART MARINA ENVIRONMENT

Smart marina provides automated services to marina man-
agers and boat owners using IoT technology combined with
cloud-based applications. The IoT technology inside the ma-
rina enables real-time services such as boat monitoring, slip
occupancy and electricity consumption measurement. We can
display the data collected from the IoT sensors on a cloud-
based smartphone application, where the boat owner can
check, in real-time, the state of their boat. Also, the smart-
phone application provides other services such as: weather
information, live camera, marketplace, contract renewal. The
combination of the low-power wireless sensors and the cloud
application provides a lot of commercial opportunities for the
marina, as well as lowering labor and costs. On the other hand,
the boat owner gets more visibility on the state of their boat
and has all marina services available on their smartphone.

Falco is a company that creates IoT solutions for smart
marinas [12]. Falco creates devices for real-time boat mon-
itoring, boat presence detection and electricity consumption.
Specifically, it creates a low-power, time-synchronized, wire-
less mesh network of sensors, operating at 2.4 GHz. This
network includes a central gateway which forwards all the data
generated by the IoT devices to the cloud. Also, Falco offers
the cloud-based digital solutions for both marina managers
and boat owners. Fig. 2 shows the Falco IoT network inside
a smart marina environment.

In this paper, we focus on a specific aspect of a smart
marina: boat identification. A marina consists of slips, which
are similar to “parking spot” for boats. Each slip is uniquely



identified and managed by the marina, which manages and
rents them. When a boat comes into the marina, it moors at
a specific slip. For detecting the presence of a boat, Falco
develops low-power wireless sensors, called “Falco Presence”.
These devices are small boxes which are riveted on each slip,
continuously monitoring whether the slip is occupied, and
reporting any change wirelessly. Falco also develops “Falco
Boat”, a device installed inside the main cabin of the boat, for
monitoring different events such as: fire, shock, intrusion, etc.

With Falco Presence devices, we are able to monitor the
split occupancy in real-time. However, we are not able to know
exactly which boat occupies which slip. On top of knowing
whether a slip is occupied, the marina really wants to know
which boat occupies it. This is done today manually: marina
employees go around the pontoons and check if the boat is
moored on the slip indicated in the boat’s contract.

Therefore, we propose a boat identification algorithm that
automatically recognizes which boat is at which slip. This
algorithm does not require any additional hardware to be
deployed inside the IoT network. Instead, we combine the data
received from the Falco Presence and Falco Boat devices, in
order to uniquely identify a boat once it enters the marina.

Automatic boat identification is highly beneficial to the
marina managers. Having this information, they can know
whether the boat is moored on a slip that is not indicated
by the contract. Also, they are able to know if a small boat
is moored on a big slip, and therefore have the maximum
utilization of slips in the marina. Finally, marina managers
can have the information about the number of times a boat
entered/left the marina.

III. HARDWARE SETUP

As we already mentioned in the Section I, the main ad-
vantage of the proposed boat identification algorithm is that
it does not require additional hardware as long as the marina
is equipped with Falco sensors. Specifically, the two devices
that allow the boat identification are shown in Fig. 3. Apart
from their primary functions to send, in real-time, the slip
occupancy and boat parameters, we use additional data that
these devices generate and feed them to our algorithm.

Falco Presence device is a low-power wireless sensor that is
capable of detecting, in real-time, whether a slip is occupied.
The slips inside the marina are uniquely identified by a Falco
Presence device, with one device installed at each slip. The
device is powered by a 3.6 V battery. It contains a radio
module operating at 2.4 GHz and a boat detection sensor,
all mounted inside an IP67 protected enclosure. In its normal
operation, the sensor is able to detect a presence of a boat and
report this information to the central gateway. However, this
sensor is not able to identify exactly which boat is moored at
the slip it monitors.

Falco Boat device monitors the state of a boat within the
marina. Similar to Falco Presence, this device communicates
wirelessly with other sensors inside the IoT network and sends
the data to the cloud. Falco Boat is able to detect events such as
fire, intrusion, tilt and shock. It also periodically measures the

Fig. 3. Commercial low-power wireless sensors for boat monitoring and boat
presence detection: Falco Boat (left) and Falco Presence (right).

temperature and humidity and sends the data to the gateway.
This device is powered with 3 V (2x standard AA batteries)
and is easily mounted inside the boat’s cabin. It also operates
at 2.4 GHz band, forming a mesh network with other Falco
devices. Its MAC address can be used as a unique identifier
of the boat, in which we install the device. Additionally, the
IoT infrastructure inside the marina generates events when the
Falco Boat joins or disconnects from the network. We use this
information to determine whether the boat enters/leaves the
marina network.

IV. BLIP ALGORITHM

Boat identification happens each time a boat enters a marina.
For the algorithm to work, the marina needs Falco Presence
sensors to be installed on pontoons, and a Falco Boat sensor
inside a boat we want to identify upon entering the marina.
We process the data from the sensors and as a result, the
algorithm outputs a slip where the boat is located. The Falco
IoT network is a time-synchronized wireless sensor network,
which is essential for the proposed system. Data generated by
the Falco devices are timestamped, which allows us to easily
combine the data from different sensors.

From the Falco Boat devices Blip uses the following data:
health reports (hrs), join and lost events. The Falco Boat
generates a health report every 22.5 min, when it is operational
inside the marina network. This packet contains the list of
neighbor devices from the network, which it can wirelessly
sense. For each of the discovered devices, the health report
contains the MAC address of the neighbor device and the Re-
ceived Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) of the frame received
from that device. From this data, we only need the information
regarding the Falco Presence devices in the vicinity of a boat.
Therefore, Blip filters all the health reports generated from
the Falco Boat device, keeping only the health reports that
correspond to discovered Falco Presence devices. The join and
lost events are generated by the marina network each time a
Falco Boat device connects/disconnects from the network. We



use this information to determine whether a certain boat enters
the marina. If the boat enters the marina, the algorithm runs
all the steps to identify the boat upon mooring at its slip.

From Falco Presence devices we collect: the GPS locations
of Falco Presence and the presence events. Each slip inside
the marina correspond to one Falco Presence device. During
the installation of the Falco Presence devices, their GPS
coordinates were recorded. The presence events are generated
by the Falco Presence device each time it detects a change in
the occupied/unoccupied state of the slip. Blip algorithm looks
for all Falco Presence devices inside the marina that change
state from unoccupied to occupied in a given time window.
It uses this information to determine when a boat has entered
(or left) some particular slip.

Finally, we select the appropriate presence time window
as an input to the algorithm, in which we observe the state
of the presence sensor events. In the selected time window,
Blip looks for the slips that changed state from unoccupied
to occupied. When the boat enters a marina, it needs time
until it moors at its slip. As the boat navigates through the
marina, its Falco Boat device can join the network before it
docks, resulting in a presence event after the join event. On
the other hand, Falco Boat can also join the network after the
boat docks, which causes the presence event changing from
unoccupied to occupied before the network join event. We
therefore center the presence events time window at the Falco
Boat’s join event time. This means that the algorithm observes
presence events half of the time window before and half of
the time window after the join event time.

Algorithm 1 shows all the steps for the boat identification.
The inputs of the algorithm are: health reports, join and lost
events, presence events, slip locations and time window t.
From join and lost events, we first check if the boat equipped
with a Falco Boat device has entered the marina. If we find
that a boat entered the marina, we take all presence events
within a time window, centered at the join time of a Falco
Boat device that entered marina. If there is only one Falco
Presence that changed state to occupied we output the location
of that sensor as a result. Otherwise, from the Falco Boat’s
hrs, we select the discovered Falco Presence devices with
the highest RSSI and assign its slip location (latitude and
longitude) to the boat. If there are presence sensors that change
state from unoccupied to occupied in the given time window,
we extract the list and calculate the distance between each
presence sensor location and the slip location obtained from
hrs. We compute the distance using Haversine or the great
circle distance [13]. The distance between the two sensors d
is calculated as follows:

d = 2r arcsin ·√
sin2 (

(x1− y1)

2
) + cos (x1) cos (y1) sin2 (

(x2− y2)

2
)

(1)
where r is the radius of the Earth and (x1, x2) and (y1, y2)

are the latitude and the longitude of the two presence sensors,

respectively. The result of the Blip algorithm is a slip with
smallest d.

Algorithm 1: Blip
Input: hrs, join, lost, presence event, slip, t
Output: slip

1 Look for a join event from Falco Boat
2 Upon join check,

(I) if boat in lost, then boat entered marina.
(II) else, first join, go back to 1.

3 Get presence events in ((join - t/2) + (join + t/2)).
4 Get every slip location from 3.
5 if only 1 presence event then result → slip location
6 else from hrs get slip with max(RSSI).
7 Calculate d between slip in 6 and each slip in 4.
8 Result → slip location from 4, where min(d)

V. DATASET

We implement Blip in Python and validate it on historical
dataset from the Sète marina in the South of France. The
dataset spans from 10-Aug-2021 to 30-Nov-2021, and contains
all the data generated by all devices inside the Falco network.
This marina is entirely equipped with Falco Presence sensors,
installed on each of the 471 slips. In addition to the presence
sensors, there are 8 boats that have a Falco Boat device
installed in their cabins. Blip identifies the boats as they arrive
in the marina and dock at a certain slip.

In our dataset, we found 34 events for 8 boats entering the
marina. For each of these events, our implementation computes
the slip it believes the boat just moored at. We obtain the
ground truth from the contract that each boat has with the
marina. A contract contains the information regarding a slip
assigned to a boat, and conformation from the marina crew
the boat indeed moors there. The goal of our validation is to
ensure our algorithm locates the boat at the slip where we
know it has moored.

VI. RESULTS

Fig. 4 shows the number of successful boat identifications,
depending on the time window in which we observe the
state of Falco Presence sensors. With a narrow time window
of 15 min, there are only 20 out of 34 successful boat
identifications. This indicates that, in some cases, a boat docks
before/after the join network time, outside of the selected time
window. Therefore, we have 14 moorings without success-
ful identification. On the other hand, if we select the time
window that is too wide, we also have some unsuccessful
identifications. In case of 105 and 120 min, there are 1 and 2
unsuccessful boat identifications, respectively. This is due to
another presence event that happened on a slip located close
to the slip where the boat is.

As our algorithm uses the RSSI readings from the presence
sensors and assigns a boat to the slip with the highest RSSI,
the algorithm reports an unsuccessful identification when two



Fig. 4. Number of successful boat identifications depending on different
presence event time window.

Fig. 5. Boat identification using 60 min presence event time window.

presence sensors are too close to each other. However, Blip
ends up with two or more possible slips. Therefore, the
algorithm is able to determine that this case occurred, and
warn the marina, but it is then up to the marina to go on the
pontoons and disambiguate.

As mentioned in Section IV, Falco Boat devices send a
health report packet containing the MAC addresses and the
RSSI readings of the discovered devices, every 22.5 minutes.
Therefore, we select the presence event time window of
60 min. We look for a slip that changed state from unoccupied
to occupied 30 min before/after Falco Boat joins the network.
Using a 60 min presence event time window, the results show
that Blip system is 100 % accurate, correctly identifying which
boat is on which slip. Fig. 5 shows the number of successful
identifications for 8 boats inside the Séte marina. Moreover,
the number of successful boat identifications correspond to the
number of times a certain boat left and entered the marina.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we present Blip, a system for boat identi-
fication in a smart marina environment. Blip combines the
data from wireless IoT sensors already deployed to determine
which boat is located at each slip. We develop the system
using the Falco IoT solutions for smart marinas. Our system
only uses the existing IoT infrastructure inside the marina,
thus introducing no additional costs and hardware complexity.
Blip combines data from two types of sensors: Falco Presence
deployed on pontoons for detecting a presence of a boat on a
slip, and Falco Boat installed inside the boats for detecting
events like intrusion, fire, tilt and shock. We validate our
system on a historical dataset from 10-Aug-2021 to 30-Nov-
2021, from the Séte marina in the South of France. The results
show that the Blip system is 100 % accurate, successfully
identifying 8 boats, 34 times upon their entry inside the
marina.
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